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Thank you
● Professor Theophilus Oyeyemi Fadayomi (Chief Host)
● Professor Bankole Omotoso (Chair)
● Mr. Idowu Adegbilero-Iwari (Host)
● Faculty and Students at Elizade University
● Students at SCDLM 2018





History of Wikipedia
● Founded in 2001 as support for the Nupedia
● 200 hundred articles in first month; 19,700 in first year (Nupedia: 21 in Y1)
● Very strong growth thereafter

Year Articles Published Growth over previous year

2002 96,500 390%

2003 188,800 96%

2004 438,500 132%

2005 895,000 104%

2006 1,560,000 74%

2017 5,541,900 4.5%
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History of Wikipedia
● In fact near exponential growth for first 

5 years
● Changing to relatively consistent 

linear growth since (with some 
caveats)
○ Number of articles 

(250-300k/year)
○ Number of editors with 100+ edits 

(about 4k)
○ Total file size (about 1GB/year)



History of Wikipedia
● More important than growth is reliability and use

○ Most famous study in Nature (2005) compared Wikipedia to 
Encyclopedia Britannica
■ Found average of 4 errors/article in Wikipedia; 
■ 3 in Britannica
■ 4 “serious” errors each in 42 articles reviewed

○ Number of similar studies over the years (Look it up in Wikipedia: 
“Reliability of the Wikipedia”)



History of Wikipedia
● Also the practical endorsement we give it daily

○ Not everybody knows the accuracy studies
○ Almost everybody with an internet connection uses it

● Even if you don’t, nearly everybody who impacts you does
○ Journalists
○ Politicians
○ Friends and colleagues
○ Keynote speakers



Wikipedia and Social Media/Web 2.0
● Wikipedia is one of the earliest of a 

group of websites/ platforms/ 
applications that developed in the 
early-to-mid oughts

● All had similar early growth patterns 
to Wikipedia

● All except MySpace and Twitter 
show continuing growth

Wikipedia 2001

MySpace 2003

Facebook 2004 (Harvard); 
2006 (Everybody)

YouTube 2005

Twitter 2006



Wikipedia and Social Media/Web 2.0
● All had a profound, immediately visible, and lasting impact on our 

day-to-day lives
○ Even if you don’t use them, many others do
○ People build publicity campaigns around them
○ Use them instead of letters
○ Share pictures, etc.



Time Magazine and “You”
● Time Magazine made “You” (the Social 

Media Participant) its 2006 “Person of the 
Year”

● Primarily a good news story:



Time Magazine and “You”
“But look at 2006 through a different lens and 
you'll see another story, one that isn't about 
conflict or great men. It's a story about 
community and collaboration on a scale never 
seen before. It's about the cosmic compendium 
of knowledge Wikipedia and the million-channel 
people's network YouTube and the online 
metropolis MySpace. It's about the many 
wresting power from the few and helping one 
another for nothing and how that will not only 
change the world, but also change the way the 
world changes.”



Social Media/Web 2.0 Now
● With exception of Wikipedia, this rosy view not shared widely any more
● On the one hand

○ Most of use Facebook, YouTube, Whatsapp, Instagram, Twitter, etc.
○ (And are influenced by those who do even if we don’t)
○ And it’s fair to say that these have improved our lives

■ Easier contact with family and friends
■ Easier to share news
■ Easier to maintain distant relationships



Social Media/Web 2.0 Now
● But

○ We are also now more aware of the dangers and downsides to Social 
Media

○ Much less altruistic that originally thought
■ Few would share Time’s view that they are primarily good for 

“Wrestling power from few and helping one another for nothing”
■ They increase tribalism, division, spread of rumours, bullying

● A cover story today would focus much more on negative aspects than their 
function as a modern agora



Social Media/Web 2.0 Now
● In contrast to Time’s vision of the masses using Social Media to wrest control 

from the elites
● We increasingly think it needs to be controlled

○ Moderated comment sections
○ Filters and reporting policies for harrassment
○ Control to stop the spread of dangerous rumours and fake news
○ Still lacking way of controlling bullying and mob behaviour



Social Media/Web 2.0 Now
● In other words, with exception of 

Wikipedia
○ Social Media has failed to live 

up to its initial expectations
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Open Scholarly Communication
● History of Open Scholarly 

Communication (OSC) is similar to 
that of Social Media
○ Immense promise followed by 

lesser results
● What I’d like to do in the rest of this 

talk is to discuss what we can learn 
from Wikipedia to stop this



History of Open Scholarly Communication
● World Wide Web invented to 

promote OSC
● Created at CERN by Tim 

Berners-Lee to assist the free 
dissemination and management of 
Scientific and Technical 
Documentation

● Original title of proposal: 
“Information Management: A 
Proposal”

● Schol Comm only industry 
mentioned in proposal



History of Open Scholarly Communication
● As was true of Social Media, power 

and possibility were immediately 
recognised
○ Free digital journals actually 

predate the Web (which was in 
part a response to them)

○ Some were circulated in the 
original tarball with the WWW

○ Use of the new technology for 
Scholarly Publication mirrored 
growth of web

Scielo 1997

PLoS 2000

Creative Commons 2001

Open Archives Initiative 2001

Budapest OA Initiative 2002

Berlin Declaration 2003
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History of Open Scholarly Communication
● In fact rationale for promise was 

very similar
○ Internet technology would 

remove rent seeking 
behaviour from Scholarly 
Comm

○ Create opportunity for 
Scholars, Scientists, and 
Citizens to help each other 
for free

“It's a story about community and 
collaboration on a scale never seen 
before... It's about the many wresting 
power from the few and helping one 
another for nothing and how that will 
not only change the world, but also 
change the way the world changes.”



History of Open Scholarly Communication
● System would vitiate legacy incentive systems and the colonial inequities 

that favoured Northern, Western, and English-Language science and 
scholarship

● No reason why dominant voices would have to be those favoured by 
Norther Publishers and institutions

● “Long tail” meant that regional interests and voices could be heard
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History of Open Scholarly Communication
● In actual practice, OSC has not lived up to expectations (though not as 

spectacularly as Social Media)
○ Not proven as popular as people thought it would be with Scientists and 

Scholars
○ Not shown the kind of growth as Social Media

■ In 2015 about 28% of articles were Open Access
■ Growth has be slow (but may be speeding up)
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History of Open Scholarly Communication
● But most disturbing, it hasn’t stopped the rent-seeking and perverse 

incentives from pre-web publication
○ Big five have begun to co-opt OSC to increase power and profit
○ Has not produced a long-tail effect (or a minimal one)

■ People still seek access to major Northern Journals
■ Still publish on issues of Northern Interest
■ Still predominantly in English

● If anything, Web has increased ease-of-use for some of the more perverse
○ Citation count over use (now H-Index, Impact Factor, etc)
○ Increased importance of core journals (especially in Global South)

■ E.g. Bounties



History of Open Scholarly Communication



So what to do?
● Time to think about why the Wikipedia has lived up to promise of Social Media 

in ways that other apps didn’t
● Perhaps the lessons can be applied to Open Scholarly Communications



Why did Wikipedia succeed?
● It is a community rather than a platform
● It has an organisation structure with mechanisms for enforcement of 

communal norms and goals
● Its participants are ideologically committed to goal of project (and there’s a 

method for getting rid of or controlling those who aren’t)
● It is positive not oppositional (i.e. it didn’t set out to destroy Britannica, just be 

something else)



How can this be applied to OSC?
● Need to rethink what we are doing

○ See it as an ideological commitment/community rather than an economic 
model (i.e. OSCers similar to “Wikipedians”)
■ I.e. as a way of doing new things rather than old things in a different 

way
○ Think through how the system can be curated (how does the community 

restrict bad actors, reward good ones)
○ Value what we are doing on its own terms rather than for its value in 

defeating something else



Ideological Commitment
● Scholarly Commons/Future Commons project (http://scholarlycommons.org) 

is attempt to “Operationalise Conviction”
○ I.e. stop assuming that people can be economically seduced into OSC 

and instead focus on using their ideological commitment to Open Science
● Developed principles to describe best practice (and rules to carry them out) 

that people (and entities such as publishers and tool makers) can ascribe to
● Treat Openness as a virtue in its own right (like the Wikipedia) rather than a 

cheap way of getting scholarship

http://scholarlycommons.org


   The three principles of the Scholarly Commons:



And the three rules to effect these principles:
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Thank you!

daniel.odonnell@uleth.ca


